
Unleash the Power with a Crary® Bear Cat® Towable Chipper 

Power and efficiency comes standard on all Crary Bear Cat Chippers. What makes it even better is the 

ability to apply that power wherever you need it with easily towable models. All Crary Bear Cat towable 

Chippers come with a standard 2” coupler, making them easy to hook up to your tow vehicle. All trailers 

are NATM certified and have torsion axles, making the ride easy and smooth. Crary Bear Cat towable 

Chippers are ready to go to work for any size project with models ranging from 4.5” up to 9” chipping 

capacity. Check out these 4” and 5” models. 

 

4.5” Model: CH4420 - Compact Power That Packs a Punch 

The Crary Bear Cat CH4420 towable Chipper is powered by a 420cc Briggs & Stratton® Engine. The 49 lb. 

rotor is equipped with two oversized, heat-treated chipping blades and rotates 3000 rpm at full throttle. 

The rotor is driven by a heavy-duty, double-banded belt, for maximum positive power transfer. 

The CH4420 Chipper features a cantilever disc mounting design which assists in decreasing the amount 

of material wrap that can occur with certain stringy, sappy or wet wood types. It has a 4-sided 

adjustable anvil as well to ensure chipping quality and quality end product. 

This compact and powerful chipper is perfect for the first time chipper buyer, small acreage owner or 

rental application. 

 

5” Model: CH5627 – Perfect For Anywhere  

With the reliable Crary Bear Cat CH5627 Chipper, taking care of tree limbs and prunings is quick and 

simple. Tree services and landscaping companies use the CH5627 Chipper for jobsite cleanup, power line 

clearing and easement cleaning. With the road towable hitch, the CH5627 has “go anywhere” usability.  

The CH5627 Chipper is built with a double-banded belt drive that ensures equal transfer of power from 

the engine to the chipper blade, increasing the disc speed allowing the operator to chip more material at 

a faster pace. 

The CH5627 model is designed with a range of features and options that include; flip-up jack stand that 

ensures machine balance during machine operation, highway towable mobility allowing this chipper to 

be transported to a number of worksites easily and a rotating discharge chute, letting the operator 

choose the direction of the discharge materials. 

 

5” Model: SC5627B – Chipping, Shredding, and Blowing 

The SC5627B Chipper/Shredder/Blower is powered by a 627cc Briggs & Stratton Vanguard® engine. The 

121 lb. rotor turns 2000 rpm at full throttle. This Chipper/Shredder uses four reversible chipping blades 

and thirty-six shredding knives to provide the most efficient method of turning branches and leaves into 

nutrient rich, user ready product. 
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Crary Bear Cat Chipper/Shredders use heat-treated chipping blades and shredding knives. The thirty-six 

serrated edge shredding knives utilize a staggered pattern on the rotor shafts to maximize processing 

performance. 

The SC5627B discharges processed material through a 360 degree rotational discharge tube. This 

truckloading feature is accomplished with integrated rotor blower paddles which “blow” the processed 

material through the discharge tube. Processed material size from the SC5627B is controlled by a unique 

screenless shredder system. The screenless system controls the amount of air flow to the housing and 

rotor. Less air = more time material stays in housing and is processed smaller before being discharged; 

More air = larger processed material and more readily discharged. 

 

Crary Bear Cat engineers and manufactures the strongest lineup of towable Chippers right here in the 

USA. With a wide range of models, there is sure to be one that fits your needs. On top of this is a best–

in–class warranty. While we only highlighted a few models here, check out the complete lineup of 

towable Chippers at bearcatproducts.com and find the machine perfect for you. 
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